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Crystal: Kunzite
This is a wonderful stone that comes in pink and green. Kunzite is
a gentle healer.
We are creatures of light first, though with concrete below and
around us we are disconnected from our Earth Mother. With the
EMF signals that saturate towns and cities we are then
disconnected from the Universe.
We all have light and dark and we need that balance within
ourselves. Pain and betrayal are the sharpest of swords and this
kind of damage goes deeply within. It’s these types of pain that
are healed over leaving that seed of pain that darkness grow
from.
The negative or the darker side should not preside over your light
and yet when we have unresolved pain this is what happens: we
hate ourselves and don’t champion our light.
Kunzite will help heal the pain you hold within and transform it to
light.
In perfect union with our true self we become a conduit of light,
we connect with the stars and Gaia.
Green Kunzite – also known as Hiddenite, will heal the pain
that has gone unrecognised. Will clear those rocks that
stand in the way between lower and higher self.

Goddess Moon
The Cycle of the Moon
The Moon glows in the night sky
reflecting the Sun in all his glory, just as
we each reflect the Moon in our
individual way.
It is through the Moon that we
reflect our feelings, in such a way that
we have the opportunity to feel Her
different shifts and shapes of her cycle.
The Moon gives us a chance to not only
tap into her energy but also to resonate
with her energy.
Each new Moon brings a new impulse
that she brings as a seed to feel and
grow.
The whole idea is for us to understand
just how we each feel in such a way we
can then become more conscious raise
our vibrations and become at one
with our Sun signs. Cycle by cycle we
are given the chance to expand our
emotional cycle. ~ Val.

Pink Kunzite will heal and transform the shadows and
illusions that you hold of yourself.

Grace Cooke
Was a great Medium and channelled the teachings of the Great
White Brotherhood through White Eagle from 1936 and
continued until 1976.
Grace gives accounts of two of her past lives in this book ‘The
Illumined Ones’.
One in ancient South America where White Eagle is her father and
one in Egypt. I love the detail and beauty that she gives us in her
first account. This gives details of the Great White Brotherhood,
initiations, crystals and their properties.
The Egyptian Life shows how light and truth will always find a way
forward.
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